
 
Summary of GDB decisions and actions 

 
Next meetings calendar: 

     March 22-26 LCG week 
- May      18 Barcelona (please register ASAP) 
- June     15 CERN 
- July     13 CERN 
-  
- September     8 CERN 
- October     20 Amsterdam 
- November  17  CERN 
- December 15  CERN 

 
1. Security 

Actions on Dave Kelsey:  
- finalize and circulate user registration document 2.1 
- Within one month propose a joint team CERN, FNAL, Sites within the 
security Group to define the technology and plan  to implement LCG security 
policies 
Actions on GDB members and exp. representatives: 
- provide feedback on user registration document 2.1 
Actions on GDB members: 
send response to Ian Neilson questionnaire concerning IP connectivity on WN 
through security contacts 
- LCG need to discuss with EGEE how to arrange common policy body like 
GDB, Some consensus that this body shoul,d be GDB eventually enlarged 
GDB decision: to have 3-4 people to discuss with the EGEE management on 
this issue (L. Robertson,I. Bird,M. Mazzucato, D. Kelsey) 
 
 

2. Report from POB 
GDB chair election has to be organized. 
Actions on GDB members: 
to suggest names for the GDB Chair Search committee to Les. 

 Search committee will  be approved in May GDB meeting. 
 

3. LCG Deployment 
Actions on GDB members: 
to put the committed resources in LCG-2 
Action on Ian Bird: 
organize discussion to make practical recommendation on how to organize 
CE, queues and info providers in LCG including implementing/adapting the 
GLUE schema  
Action on GDB members and experiments:  
guarantee presence to Core Site phone conference and to GDA Monday 
meetings 
Action on Ian and GDB members:  
define working team to port LCG M/W to new operating systems: M/W to 
RHEL, Fedora and IA64 



Action on GDA: to clarify how VO users are reported in logs 
 

4. Resources 
Action for Bernd Panzer:  
GDB recommends to publish via WEB available resources  

 Request for information concerning also quarter 3 and 4 that will be issued 
 in a near future 

5. GDA-Experiments-Regional Centres relationships 
GDB recommend to establish weekly coordination meetings between GDA 
key people  and experiments for DC 
GDB recommends centers and Ian to verify in each site names of people that 
can take the responsibility of coordinating the LCG activities in the site 
GDB reminds each country that Tier1 should take the responsibility of 
establishing  effective working relations with the other Tier2s providing at 
the same time  effective diffusion of LCG recommendations and effective 
feedback to GDB from Tier2  

6. GDB-HP relationship 
GDB is in favor to include HP resources in LCG  
Action on Mirco Mazzucato  and Ian Bird to workout HP  participation to 
LCG 
 for 2004. An accounting of the used resources has also been requested.  


